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Abstract
Let = fu; d; r; lg be the chain-code picture alphabet such that u (d; r; l) denotes the graphics
command to move the drawing pen up (down, right, left) in the 2D Cartesian plane. It is known
that the picture membership problem can be solved in polynomial time for each context-free
language over fu; d; rg and is NP-complete for a so-called retreat-bounded regular (or reversal-
bounded linear) language over . Imposing both retreat and reversal bounds on languages over 
results in the leftmove-bounded languages whose words describe pictures by making no more than
a bounded number of left moves. The picture membership problem can be solved in polynomial
time for each leftmove-bounded context-free language over  and is NP-complete for a leftmove-
unbounded (but retreat-bounded) linear language over fu; d; lrg. There exists a context-sensitive
language over fu; d; rg (or fu; d; lrg) for which the picture membership problem is undecidable.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A well-known picture-encoding scheme is to use chain codes [8], i.e., strings in
which each symbol denotes a graphics command to draw a unit line in certain di-
rection. For pictures in the 2D Cartesian plane, the picture alphabet = fu; d; r; lg,
denoting the up-, down-, right- and left-movements, can be used. A set of pictures
described by chain codes over  is called a chain code picture language [20]. (The
chain code picture language is similar to the graphics language used in turtle geometry
[1], where the trace left by a turtle (or robot) while moving in the plane, by using
commands such as \move forward" and \rotate 90 clockwise", is interpreted to be
a picture. These two types of picture languages can be transformed into each other
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[20]. See [9, 22, 23] for a survey on formal languages for picture descriptions and their
applications.) Mathematical properties of (chain code) picture languages, classied by
the Chomsky hierarchy of their description languages, have been studied intensively.
Such studies include language-theoretic decision properties [15, 16, 18{20, 25], geomet-
ric and graph-theoretic properties [4, 5, 7], optimizations and transformations [10, 24],
relations to string and collage (or hypergraph) languages [2, 3, 6, 13, 21], and other
formal-language-theoretic properties [12, 14, 17].
Decision problems for picture languages are quite hard. For example, the picture
membership (or recognition) problem is NP-complete for a regular picture language
[25] and other decision problems such as equivalence are undecidable for regular pic-
ture languages [18]. Naturally, there have been eorts to nd restricted subclasses of
picture languages with improved decision properties, in particular with better member-
ship complexity. A stripe picture language has all its pictures inside a stripe dened
by two parallel lines in the plane; the membership problem can be solved in lin-
ear time for each stripe regular picture language [25]. A three-way picture language
is dened by a three-letter subset of , say fu; d; rg; the membership problem can
be solved in polynomial (linear) time for each three-way context-free (regular) pic-
ture language [15]. A k-reversal-bounded picture language is one whose pictures are
drawn by making no more than k left-to-right or right-to-left reversals; the membership
problem can be solved in polynomial time for each k-reversal-bounded regular picture
language and is NP-complete for a 1-reversal-bounded stripe linear picture language
[19]. A k-retreat-bounded picture language is one whose pictures are drawn in such a
way that the maximum distance of left-moves, ignoring up- and down-moves, from a
rightmost point of any partially drawn picture is bounded by k; the membership prob-
lem is NP-complete for a 1-retreat-bounded regular picture language but can be solved
in polynomial time for each k-retreat-bounded nonvertical-stripe context-free picture
language [16].
The present paper considers an extension of three-way picture languages, called
k-leftmove-bounded picture languages, whose description languages consist of words
with at most k occurrences of the symbol l. It turns out that the class of leftmove-
bounded picture languages coincides with the class of retreat-bounded and simultane-
ously reversal-bounded picture languages. We shall prove that the picture membership
problem can be solved in polynomial time for each leftmove-bounded context-free pic-
ture language. This extends the polynomial-time solvability of the three-way context-
free picture languages proved in [15]. Note also that there is a 1-retreat-bounded regular
or 1-reversal-bounded linear picture language which is NP-complete [16, 19]. A sim-
plest type of picture language which is not leftmove-bounded is one whose description
language is dened over fu; d; lrg, where each left move is immediately followed by a
right move and there is no other left=right move. (It is also a simplest type of retreat-
bounded and=or stripe picture language.) We shall prove that there exists a linear lan-
guage over fu; d; lrg for which the picture membership problem is NP-complete. Thus,
leftmove-boundedness is a sucient and necessary condition for polynomial-time recog-
nition of context-free picture languages. We shall also prove that there exists a context-
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sensitive language over fu; d; rg (or fu; d; lrg) for which the picture membership
problem is undecidable.
2. Preliminaries
For a word w; #(w) denotes the number of symbols in w and, for a symbol ; #(w)
denotes the number of ’s in w. The empty word is denoted by . For a set A; jAj
denotes the cardinality of A. The empty set is denoted by ;.  denotes the picture
alphabet fu; d; r; lg.
Let Z be the set of all integers. The set Z Z is called the universal point set
and is denoted by M0. For v=(m; n) in M0, the x-component of v is x(v)=m and
the y-component of v is y(v)= n. The up-, down-, right-, and left-neighbors of v are
u(v)= (m; n+1); d(v)= (m; n− 1); r(v)= (m+1; n); and l(v)= (m− 1; n), respectively.
The set ffv; (v)g j v2M0; 2g is called the universal line set and is denoted by
M1. For a subset A of M1, its point set is V (A)= fv j fv; v0g2Ag.
An attached picture is a triple p=(b; s; e); where b is a nite subset of M1 and
s; e2V (b) (if b= ; then s= e2M0); b is called the base (or line set) of p, denoted
by base(p), s is called the start point of p, denoted by start(p), and e is called
the end point of p, denoted by end(p). The set of all attached pictures obtained by
shifting p vertically and=or horizontally form an equivalence class, which is denoted
by hpi and is referred to as picture. In the sequel, we shall consider only connected
pictures whose line sets form connected graphs on their point sets. We also note that
the pictures as dened here are called \drawn" pictures in the literature and that the
results contained in this paper carry over easily to \basic" pictures with no start and
end points specied.
Let p=(b; s; e) be an attached picture. The width of p is the maximum value of
x(v) − x(v0), where v; v0 2V (b). An attached picture p0=(b0; s0; e0) is a subpicture of
p if b0 b. If s0= e then the concatenation of p and p0, denoted by p  p0, is the
attached picture (b[ b0; s; e0).
Each word w2 is called a picture-description word or simply -word. The pic-
ture described by w, denoted by pic(w), is dened inductively by pic()= h;; (0; 0);
(0; 0)i and pic(z)= hb[ffe; (e)gg; s; (e)i if z 2; 2 and pic(z)= hb; s; ei.
Fig. 1 shows the picture described by udr2uldr, where the circle (square) denotes
the start (end) point.
Fig. 1. The picture described by udr2uldr.
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Each language L is called a picture-description language or simply -language
and its associated picture language is pic(L)= fpic(w) jw2Lg. A picture language P
is regular (linear, context-free or context-sensitive) if there exists a regular (linear,
context-free or context-sensitive) -language L such that pic(L)=P.
3. Main results
Let k be a nonnegative integer. A -word w is a k-leftmove-bounded word if
#l(w)6k. A -language is a k-leftmove-bounded language if each of its words is
k-leftmove-bounded. A picture language is a k-leftmove-bounded picture language if it
is described by a k-leftmove-bounded language. A leftmove-bounded picture language
is a k-leftmove-bounded picture language for some k>0.
Theorem 3.1. The class of leftmove-bounded picture languages properly includes the
class of three-way picture languages and is identical to the class of retreat-bounded
and simultaneously reversal-bounded picture languages.
Proof. The picture language pic(frulgk+1) is (k + 1)-leftmove-bounded but is not
k-leftmove-bounded, for all k>0. Then, the proper inclusion relation in the theorem
follows from the fact that the class of 0-leftmove-bounded picture languages is ex-
actly the class of three-way picture languages. For each k>0, a k-leftmove-bounded
picture language is a k-retreat-bounded and simultaneously 2k-reversal-bounded pic-
ture language. Conversely, for all m; n>0, an m-retreat-bounded and simultaneously
n-reversal-bounded picture language is an m(1 + bn=2c)-leftmove-bounded picture lan-
guage. (An example of an m-retreat-bounded and n-reversal-bounded word that makes
the maximum number of left moves is lm(r2mlm)bn=2c(r2m)nmod 2:) So, the theorem
holds.
As indicated earlier in the introduction, the picture membership problem can be
solved in polynomial time for each three-way context-free language but is NP-complete
for a 1-retreat-bounded regular (or 1-reversal-bounded linear) language. We shall prove
that the picture membership problem can be solved in polynomial time for each
leftmove-bounded context-free language and is NP-complete for a linear language over
fu; d; lrg. Note that the latter language over fu; d; lrg describes a simplest type of
leftmove-unbounded but retreat-bounded picture language. We shall also prove that
there exists a context-sensitive language over fu; d; rg (or fu; d; lrg) for which the
picture membership problem is undecidable.
Theorem 3.2. For each k-leftmove-bounded context-free -language; k>0; its picture
membership problem can be solved in O(n12(k+1)) time.
Proof. Let L be an arbitrary k-leftmove-bounded context-free -language, k>0, and
let G=(N;; P; S) be a context-free grammar in Chomsky normal form such that
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L(G)=L− fg, where N is the set of nonterminal symbols,  is the set of terminal
symbols, PN(N 2 [) is the set of production rules, and S 2N is the start symbol.
Assume, without loss of generality, that every nonterminal symbol of G is useful, in
that it appears in a derivation for some terminal word. This ensures that the words
generated by each nonterminal are also k-leftmove-bounded. Now, let p=(b; (0; 0); e)
be an arbitrary attached picture given as the input to our recognition problem. We shall
assume that b 6= ;.
We shall rst explain informally the main idea behind our recognition algorithm.
Suppose that hpi=pic(w) for some word w2L. Consider an arbitrary factorization
w=w1w0w2 and let p0 be the subpicture of p produced by w0 while p is drawn by w.
Then, p0 is identical to p almost everywhere inside the vertical stripe tightly enclosing
p0, i.e., they are identical except around the left and right boundaries of p0 which are
connected to the pictures described by w1 and w2. This is because once the drawing pen
moves rightward too far, missing a line of p, then it cannot later come back leftward
to complete it because w is a leftmove-bounded word. (Simply imagine that p0 is
pretty wide and it misses a line of p somewhere in the middle. Then this line cannot
be drawn by using w2.) Clearly, the left and right sides of p0 that can dier from p
are width-bounded. (Their maximal widths can be calculated.) With this observation,
it can be seen that the number of such subpictures p0 of p, identical to p almost
everywhere, is bounded by a polynomial in the size of p if hpi 2 pic(L). (The number
of such subpictures p0 is not necessarily bounded by a polynomial if hpi =2 pic(L). To
achieve this polynomial bound, it is sucient to consider a condition necessary for
hpi 2 pic(L), i.e., the property of b\ W (p0; i; j) in the denition of (p; L)-validness
of p0, to be given shortly.) Our recognition algorithm will systematically calculate all
pairs (A; p0) such that A2N; A ) w0 for some w0 2; pic(w0)= hp0i, and p0 is a
subpicture of p with the abovementioned property. Then, it would be sucient to test
if (S; p) is one of them, to see if hpi 2 pic(L).
We need some new denitions. Let p0=(b0; s0; e0) be an arbitrary attached picture
such that b0 6= ;. Then, the left and right cuts of p0, denoted by lc(p0) and rc(p0),
and the left and right margins of p0, denoted by lm(p0) and rm(p0), are the integers
dened by
lc(p0)=minfx(v) j v2V (b0)g;
rc(p0)=maxfx(v) j v2V (b0)g;
lm(p0)= x(s0)− lc(p0);
rm(p0)= rc(p0)−maxfx(s0); x(e0)g:
For integers i and j (i6j), their associated vertical stripe, denoted by vs(i; j), is the
line set dened by
vs(i; j)= ffv; v0g2M1 j i6x(v)6j and i6x(v0)6jg:
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Fig. 2. Windows W (p0); W (p0; i; j) and ~W (p0; i; j): (a) when x(e0)>x(s0); and (b) when x(e0)6x(s0) in
which case W (p0; i; j)=W (p0) and ~W (p0; i; j)= ; for all i; j>0.
The window tightly enclosing p0, denoted by W (p0), and its two subwindows relative
to any nonnegative integers i and j, denoted by W (p0; i; j) and ~W (p0; i; j), are the line
sets dened by
W (p0)= vs(lc(p0); rc(p0));
W (p0; i; j)= vs(lc(p0); x(s0) + i)[ vs(x(e0)− j; rc(p0));
~W (p0; i; j)=W (p0)− W (p0; i; j):
Note that, if x(e0)6x(s0); then W (p0; i; j)=W (p0) and ~W (p0; i; j)= ; for all i; j>0.
Fig. 2 illustrates the three types of windows dened above when p0 is a subpicture
of p.
We say that p0 is a valid subpicture of p subject to the condition that hpi 2 pic(L),
or simply a (p; L)-valid picture, if b0 b and there exist nonnegative integers i and j;
called p0-valid pair of integers, such that
(1) lm(p0) + i + j + rm(p0)6k;
(2) b0 \ ~W (p0; i; j)= b\ ~W (p0; i; j); and
(3) b0 \ W (p0; i; j) and b\ W (p0; i; j) each contains at most 3k horizontal lines and at
most 3k + 2 vertical line segments.
Claim 1. Suppose that hpi=pic(w) for some w2L and let w=w1w0w2 be an ar-
bitrary factorization of w. If p=p1 p0 p2; pic(w1)= hp1i; pic(w0)= hp0i; and
pic(w2)= hp2i; then p0 is a (p; L)-valid picture.
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Proof of Claim 1. Let p0=(b0; s0; e0). It is clear that b0 b. Let i=#l(w1) and j=
#l(w2) if x(e0)>x(s0) and let i= j=0 otherwise. In either case, it is easy to see
that lm(p0) + i + j + rm(p0)6k (since #l(w)6k). If x(e0)>x(s0), then no line in
b\ ~W (p0; i; j) is drawn by a symbol in w1 or w2 since #l(w1)= i and #l(w2)= j:
If x(e0)6x(s0), then ~W (p0; i; j)= ;. Clearly, b0 \ ~W (p0; i; j)= b\ ~W (p0; i; j) in either
case. Now, let q= lm(p0) + i+ j+ rm(p0). Then, w0 makes q right moves to traverse
(both the left and right sides of) W (p0; i; j) from left to right and some additional
right moves made possible by at most k left moves, within W (p0; i; j). The former
creates q horizontal lines and at most q+2 vertical line segments. The latter creates at
most 2k additional horizontal lines (vertical line segments, respectively) since each left
move and its matching right move, if any, can add at most two horizontal lines and at
most two vertical line segments. As q6k, this amounts to at most 3k horizontal lines
and at most 3k + 2 vertical line segments that can exist in b0 \ W (p0; i; j). The same
observation holds for b\ W (p0; i; j). It follows that p0 is a (p; L)-valid picture.
Let E be the set of all pairs (A; p0) such that A2N;p0 is a (p; L)-valid picture,
A) w for some -word w, and pic(w)= hp0i. The observation made in Claim 1
leads us to the fact that hpi 2 pic(L) if and only if (S; p)2E. We shall construct E
by using a standard dynamic programming method:
(1) Let E :=F := ;. For each production of the form A!  (2) in G and each line
fv; (v)g2 b; if p0=(ffv; (v)gg; v; (v)) is a (p; L)-valid picture then add (A; p0)
to E and F .
(2) If F is empty then stop, and accept p if and only if (S; p)2E. Otherwise, remove
an element, say (B; p1), from F .
(3) For each production of the form A!BC in G and each (C;p2)2E such that
start(p2)= end(p1), let p0=p1 p2. If p0 is a (p; L)-valid picture and (A; p0) =2E
then add (A; p0) to E and F .
(4) For each production of the form A!CB in G and each (C;p2)2E such that
end(p2)= start(p1), let p0=p2 p1. If p0 is a (p; L)-valid picture and (A; p0) =2E
then add (A; p0) to E and F . Go to Step 2.
We shall analyze the above recognition algorithm. Note rst that every pair (A; p0)
added to E is also added to F , exactly once, and is removed from F some steps
later. As the number of such pairs (A; p0) is bounded, this algorithm terminates. Now,
suppose that (A; p0) is any pair such that A)n w (2) for some n>1; pic(w)= hp0i;
and p0 is a (p; L)-valid picture. We shall prove by an induction on n that (A; p0) is
added to E after execution of the above algorithm. This will ensure the correctness of
our recognition algorithm.
The induction basis (n=1) is true because of Step 1. Assume that the claim is
true for all n6n0 (n0>1) and consider the case n= n0 + 1. To proceed further, as-
sume that there is no n06n0 such that A)n0 w0 and pic(w0)= hp0i: It must be that
A)BC; B)n1 w1; C)n2 w2; n1 + n2 = n0, and w=w1w2 for some B; C 2N . There
exist attached pictures p1 and p2 such that pic(w1)= hp1i; pic(w2)= hp2i; start(p2)=
end(p1), and p0=p1 p2. It is not dicult to see that both p1 and p2 are (p; L)-valid
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pictures. (Let (i; j) be a p0-valid pair. If ~W (p0; i; j)= ; then let i1 = j1 = i2 = j2 = 0.
Otherwise, let i1 = i; j1 = lm(p2); i2 = rm(p1) and j2 = j. Then, p1 is a (p; L)-valid
picture with (i1; j1) as a p1-valid pair and p2 is a (p; L)-valid picture with (i2; j2) as a
p2-valid pair. The formal proof for this follows along the proof of Claim 1, by using
the fact that p0 is (p; L)-valid and A generates k-leftmove-bounded words only.) As
n1; n26n0; the induction hypothesis guarantees that both (B; p1) and (C;p2) are added
to E. This implies that (B; p1) and (C;p2) are also added to F , exactly once, and
removed from F some steps later. If (B; p1) is removed later than (C;p2) from F ,
then (A; p0) is added to E in Step 3 since (C;p2) is already in E when (B; p1) is
removed from F . On the other hand, if (C;p2) is removed later than (B; p1) from F ,
then (A; p0) is added to E in Step 4 since (B; p1) is already in E when (C;p2) is
removed from F . This completes the induction.
The running time of our recognition algorithm is proportional to the number of
iterations of Steps 2{4, which is exactly the number of elements added to F , which
in turn is identical to jEj.
Claim 2. For all A2N and all s0; e0 2V (b); E contains O(jbj6k+4) elements of the
form (A; p0); where p0=(b0; s0; e0) for some b0.
Proof of Claim 2. If (A; p0)2E then p0 is a (p; L)-valid picture. By denition of
a (p; L)-valid picture, b0 b and there exists a p0-valid pair (i; j) such that the sub-
sets of b0 and b intersected with ~W (p0; i; j) are identical and both b0 \ W (p0; i; j) and
b\ W (p0; i; j) each contains at most 3k horizontal lines and at most 3k + 2 vertical
line segments. We shall count the maximum possible number of such subsets b0 of b.
Let I(J ) be the set of all horizontal lines (vertical line segments) in b0 \ W (p0; i; j).
Then, as b0 b; I is a subset of the set of all horizontal lines in b\ W (p0; i; j)) and
J is a subset of the set of all connected subsegments of the vertical line segments
in b\ W (p0; i; j). There are at most 23k subsets of the set of all horizontal lines in
b\ W (p0; i; j). There are O(jbj2) connected subsegments of each vertical line segment
in b\ W (p0; i; j). Therefore, for xed i and j; the maximum number of b0 such that
(A; p0) is added to E is
23k  P
0663k+2
(3k+2H  jbj2)=O(jbj6k+4);
where 3k+2H denotes the number of ways of choosing  objects out of 3k+2; allowing
repetition (some elements of J can be connected subsegments of the same vertical line
segment in b\ W (p0; i; j)).
As there are O(1) choices for the pairs (i; j), it follows that E contains O(jbj6k+4)
elements of the form (A; p0).
Let n be the size of the input picture p. We can assume that n=(jbj log jbj)
when p is suitably encoded. Step 1 of our recognition algorithm takes O(n) time.
Steps 2{4 are iterated jEj times. By Claim 2, E contains O(jbj6k+4) elements of the
form (A; p0); p0=(b0; s0; e0), for all A2N and all s0; e0 2V (b). As there are O(jbj)
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choices for each of s0 and e0 (and G is a xed grammar), jEj=O(jbj6k+6): For each
iteration, Step 2 takes O(n log jbj6k+6)=O(n log jbj) time if elements of E are main-
tained as sorted since checking if (S; p)2E can be done by using a binary search.
In Step 3, we have O(jbj6k+4) choices for base(p2) and O(jbj) choices for end(p2).
The concatenation p0=p1 p2 can be calculated in O(n) time. The (p; L)-validness
test takes O(n) time. Checking if (A; p0) =2E and adding (A; p0) to E and F take
O(n log jbj6k+6)=O(n log jbj) time. Altogether, Step 3 takes O(jbj6k+4jbjn log jbj)=
O(n6k+6) time and, similarly, Step 4 takes the same amount of time. Considering
the O(jbj6k+6) iterations of Steps 2{4, the overall running time of our recognition
algorithm is O(jbj6k+6 n6k+6)=O(n12(k+1)).
As a special case of the complexity result stated in Theorem 3.2, the picture mem-
bership problem can be solved in linear time for each k-leftmove-bounded \regular"
-language L; k>0. Note rst that, as L is k-leftmove-bounded, every attached pic-
ture p such that hpi 2 pic(L) can be factorized as p=p0 p1     pm, where each
pi (i even) is a vertical stripe picture of width at most k such that the start point of
pi (i>0) is located on the left cut of pi and the end point of pi (i<m) is located
on the right cut of pi and each pi (i odd) is described by a word over fu; d; rg. In
other words, p can be described by alternating vertical stripe subpictures of p and
three-way subpictures of p strictly from left to right. It can be seen that, in fact, p
can be factorized so that each pi (i even) has width exactly k (with the exceptions of
p0 and pm that have width at most k) and each pi (i odd) is a single horizontal line
described by r. This was pointed out to us by Hinz (private communication) and can
be easily observed by using the pigeonhole principle (i.e., the use of at most k left
moves must satisfy this property for at least one of the k+1 possible ways to partition
the line set of p in this form). Note that there are O(1) possible factorizations of p
with the above-mentioned property. Furthermore, the stripe (sub)picture membership
problem for a regular -language can be solved in linear time [25]. It is easy to see
now that this leads to a linear-time recognition algorithm for each k-leftmove-bounded
regular -language L; k>0. We shall leave the details to the reader.
Theorem 3.3. There exists a linear language over fu; d; lrg for which the picture
membership problem is NP-complete.
Proof. There exists a linear -language K such that each word in K describes a
picture hb; (0; 0); ei with −26x(v)62 for all v2V (b) and pic(K) is NP-complete [19,
Theorem 5.1]. Let L0 = h(K), where h is a homomorphism such that
h(u)= u5lru5;
h(d)=d5lrd5;
h(r)= lru;
h(l)=dlr:
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Then L0fu; d; lrg, and L0 is certainly a linear language. We shall establish a log-
space reduction from pic(K) to pic(L0). This will prove the theorem since context-free
picture languages are in NP [18].
Suppose that p=(b; (0; 0); e) is an attached picture given as an instance of pic(K).
Whether hpi is a connected picture such that −26x(v)62 for all v2V (b) or not
can be decided easily in log space. If it is not, then let p0=(b0; (0; 0); e0); where
hp0i=pic(l2). If it is, we construct an attached picture p0=(b0; (0; 0); e0) as follows:
(1) Each point v in V (b) is identied by the point (v)= (0; x(v)+10 y(v)) in V (b0)
and in particular let e0= (e).
(2) For each line fv; (v)g in b; 2, add to b0 and V (b0) the lines and points
created by traversing the plane using the word h() starting from (v).
An example of the construction of p0 from p is given in Fig. 3, where integers
denote the names of points of p and their corresponding points of p0, and pairs of
points denote the horizontal lines of p0 corresponding to the lines of p.
It is straightforward to see that hpi 2 pic(K) if and only if hp0i 2 pic(L0) (the above
transformation from p to p0 is a 1{1 mapping for p such that −26x(v)62 for all
v2V (b)) and that p0 can be constructed from p in log space.
Theorem 3.4. There exists a context-sensitive language over fu; d; rg (or fu; d; lrg)
for which the picture membership problem is undecidable.
Proof. Let L be any nonrecursive language over fu; rg and let G=(N; fu; rg; P; S) be
a phrase-structure grammar such that L(G)=L. We can assume without loss of gener-
ality that each production in P contains no terminal symbol on its left-hand side [11].
This normal form guarantees that no side eect, such as the second u in a senten-
tial form xuduy (x; y2 (N [fu; d; rg) being rewritten by r, occurs in the grammar
G0 constructed below. Let G0=(N 0; fu; d; rg; P0; S 0); where N 0=N [fS 0; $g (S 0; $ =2N )
and P0 consists of the following productions:
(1) S 0! uS;
(2) !  if !  is in P and #()6#();
(3) ! $#()-#() if !  is in P and #()>#();
(4) $! $ for each 2N [fu; rg;
(5) u$! udu.
It is easy to observe that G0 is a context-sensitive grammar over fu; d; rg such
that pic(L(G0))= pic(fug L). We note that the above construction of G0 is similar
to the one in [20, Theorem 4.5], where a phrase-structure grammar G over  is
converted to a context-sensitive grammar G0 over  such that pic(L( G0))= pic(L( G)),
by inserting some copies of du; ud; lr and rl right after some occurrences of u; d; r and
l; respectively. Here, in the words generated by G0, we only insert copies of du right
after u. The rst production is needed to do this task for a special case where some
words with r’s only are also generated by G.
Let L00 =L(G
0). For each word w2fu; rg, let p be any attached picture such that
hpi=pic(uw). Then, clearly, w2L if and only if hpi 2 pic(L00). (This holds since no
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Fig. 3. An example of a picture in pic(K) and its corresponding picture in pic(L0).
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word in L contains any occurrence of d. A similar argument does not hold for G versus
G0.) Thus, L reduces to pic(L00). It follows that L
0
0 is a context-sensitive language over
fu; d; rg for which the picture membership problem is undecidable.
Now, let h be a homomorphism such that h(u)= u; h(d)=d and h(r)= lru. Let
L000 = h(L
0
0). It is straightforward to see that pic(L
0
0) reduces to pic(L
00
0 ). (Recall that,
in the words in L00, every occurrence of d is immediately followed by an occurrence
of u.) Then, clearly, L000 is a context-sensitive language over fu; d; lrg for which the
picture membership problem is undecidable.
We note that a weaker version of the result stated in Theorem 3.4 appeared in [20]:
it is undecidable whether or not p2 pic(L) for an arbitrary picture p and an arbitrary
context-sensitive language L, where both p and L are inputs. We also note that
another version of this problem in which p is a xed picture and L is an input language
is also undecidable: there exists a picture p such that it is undecidable whether or not
p2 pic(L) for an arbitrary context-sensitive language Lfu; d; rg [19].
4. Discussion
The potential application of chain code picture languages lies in pictorial pattern
recognition, the process of which was thoroughly described in [9] (including gram-
matical inference for chain code picture languages). This goal requires an ecient
recognition algorithm. Generally, the picture membership problem is quite hard, as
evidenced by results described here and in referenced papers. Our recognition algo-
rithm for leftmove-bounded context-free picture languages is not exactly of practical
use, because of the high order polynomial bounding its running time. Thus, an in-
teresting question is whether there are truly practical recognition algorithms for large
subclasses of context-free chain code picture languages, e.g., a linear-time recognition
algorithm using concepts similar to LL or LR parsing.
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